
Solid Wood Furniture 
Use  and Care Guide

Invest in Solid
Wood Furniture
for Your Home

Who We Are
We often ask ourselves ‘What is our style?’

We have discovered, it is anything cozy, a

little worn, comfortable and something

that gives us a warm feeling of a time long

ago. My husband Bill and I started

designing and building home décor as a

hobby and just spending time together.  We

have fun shopping and finding unique

décor pieces at fairs, consignment stores,

antiques stores and even some big box

stores together. We both hold full time jobs

so we are starting slow. Testing the demand

to see  if others like what we like will

determine if we continue to grow and get

into a more detailed ‘business’ structure. We

would be happy to work with you.  All of

the handmade items are completely

customizable. We would love to build

something special just for you. Reach out,

let’s discuss it. Our goal in this journey is to

have lots of fun, meet some wonderful

people and just enjoy working together. Oh,

and our style- is Modern Farmhouse - to

embrace tradition and surround ourselves

with things that make us feel good.

Bill and Cindy Menth, Owners

STONE CREEK FARMS

Stone Creek Farms
Waynesville, OH

www.stonecreekfarmsunlimited.com



Like other household items, furniture can

look worn after years of everyday use.

Also, because wood is a natural element, it

is more vulnerable to other natural

elements than pieces made from chemicals.

Over the years, your classic furniture can

start to look like an old hand-me-down.

Luckily, there are things you can do – and

avoid – to lengthen the life of your

furniture.

EVERYDAY MAINTENANCE

Our products are finished with water-based
polyurethane. This premium grade finish is
applied to be tough and resistant to scratches
and spills;although it does take a full month
after applied to completely cure.
Please be careful when placing warm/hot
dishes on the tables. The maximum temperature
of things placed on finish should not ever
exceed 140 degrees Fahrenheit.

FINISH:

How to Care
for Solid
Wood
Furniture

Your furniture responds to changes in

temperature and humidity by expanding

and contracting slightly. You must

keep the indoor humidity in the 30 to 45

percent range and the temperature in

the 60-to-80-degree range. Avoid

placing furniture in an area where the

sun will shine directly on it. Keep

furniture away from direct sources of

heating and cooling. 

 THE ENVIRONMENT

A well-made piece of furniture can last

for generations. Wood is

stronger than most building materials,

and with the proper maintenance it can

continue to look like new as it’s passed on

from one household to another.

DURABILITY:

 with the proper
maintenance, wood

can continue to
look like new as it is
passed on from one  

generation to
another.



If you think that wooden  chair would look

great on the deck, think again. sunlight

bleaches wood and degrades the furniture

finishes, so it is best to keep it away from

wood furniture altogether. 

SUNLIGHT:

You don't have to clean and polish your

wood furniture every day, as long as you

make it part of your regular cleaning

routine. You'll want to spend more time

cleaning pieces that get the most use but

for regular use, semi-daily dusting and

polish every six months.

CLEAN AND POLISH
REGULARLY:

What to Do:
Everyday
Maintenance for
your solid wood
furniture

bugs are never welcome in our homes but

they will certainly eat you out of house

and home, including wood furniture. it is

much harder to resolve an infestation

than to prevent one, so keep wood beetles

and termites at bay before they destroy

your real hardwood furniture.

PREVENT INFESTATION:KEEP USED 
SURFACES COVERED:
Whenever you do something on wood

furniture, you compromise the quality.

Cover up those used areas to protect

your investment. Place tablecloths and

placemats on dining tables, for instance.

and place felt pads under lamps on your

end tables. Also keep coasters nearby-it

doesn't take long for water rings to

form on your table surface.

MONITOR THE CLIMATE:
wood swells in high humidity and shrinks

in low. All this up-and-down eventually

warps the wood and may even cause your

furniture to break. you could invest in a

humidifier and/or de-humidifier if you

live in an area with extreme changes in

climate.

Regular maintenance can

slow the deterioration of

hardwood furniture – 

or even prevent it

altogether.

HEAT: 

What not to 
Do:
protect your 
investment by 
keeping it away
from:

fireplaces, radiators, and heaters keep a

space warm but take a toll on wood

furniture. place wood items as far away as

possible from these heat sources.

PLASTICS:
plastic cups and placemats might have been a

great value but over time their colors can

leach into the wood grain and will damage

your furniture's look and shape. keep plastic

items away from your furniture and swap

them out for cloth alternatives.

CHEMICALS:

keep solvents and nail polish remover away

from your furniture, if they spill they will

strip the finish. also choose cleaning

products carefully. stay away from bleach,

alcohol, and other products that will strip

or stain the wood. Dish soap and a damp

cloth are the best tools to preserve the

finish.



Taking all these precautions will not

keep solid wood furniture from

getting dirty. Your pieces require

regular cleaning – within reason.

Using cleaners with harsh chemicals

or being too aggressive in your

routine can do more harm than good,

whether it scratches the surfaces or

takes the shine off the finish. Proper

care requires the right technique and

the right product when performing

any of these tasks.

care and
cleaning
tips

The finish is durable and resistant to most

household spills. However, spills should

be wiped up promptly to avoid potential

problems. For most routine cleaning, a

soft cloth dampened with warm, soapy

water will do the trick. The use of well-

formulated cleaning products, without

abrasives, can be effective for those

tougher cleaning tasks. If using these

products, a follow-up with the warm,

soapy water and soft cloth will help

extensively. Remember that it is important

to frequently refold the cloth to a

clean side as it becomes dirty. A soiled,

damp cloth can redeposit soil on the

finish.

CLEANING:DUSTING
Regular dusting is the best way to keep

your furniture looking shiny and

prevent dust from settling on the wood.

Soft cloths and feather dusters work

best, but they only move the dust away

from the furniture, not out of the air. A

lambs-wool duster with lanolin or a

slightly damp terry cloth will capture

dust and keep your furniture dust-free

for a few more days.

SPILLS AND WHITE RINGS:
Keep coasters and trivets nearby. Sweat

from a cold glass or heat from a hot

beverage can penetrate the finish and leave

a white ring on your tabletop. Try blowing

a hair dryer on the affected area. If that

does not work, rub car wax, petroleum jelly

or toothpaste on the area, and then wipe

away with a damp cloth. Whatever remedy

you use, use it right away. Moisture can

travel far below the surface, and the

longer it penetrates the harder it is

to remove.

INVEST IN SOLID WOOD
FURNITURE FOR 
YOUR HOME:

Solid wood furniture is a great way

to invest in your home. Like any

investment, though, it needs proper

care and attention. Follow the steps

above and your hardwood

furniture will be a long-lasting

symbol of sophistication and

timeless beauty.

NICKS AND SCRATCHES:

Avoid products that are ammonia-based or

contain silicone. Use polishes

sparingly if at all. Your finish does not

benefit from them; and they tend to

build up a film on the finish that will

attract dust and soil. A good annual

cleaning will also help protect the finish.

Remember that warm soapy water and

wiping it dry is the best cleaning method

since your finish has a very hard

surface. Using any easy-care cleaning

product can create a buildup and we do

not recommend this.

It is not hard to scratch wood furniture

– even cleaning with rough materials

could leave a mark. If the scratch is small

and shallow enough, all you need is a

little color. Depending on the depth and

finish, you can mask the scratch with a

marker, crayon, shoe polish or even

coffee grounds. Whatever you choose,

two rules apply. First, choose a color

that matches the finish. Second, apply the

solution in the direction of the scratch.


